RD Series 1, 1/2″ thru 2″, Radial Diaphragm Valves
Installation, Operation, and Maintenance Instructions
1. General

For your safety and protection it is important
that the following precautions be taken prior
to working on the valve.

This Installation, Operation, and Maintenance manual is
for the safe use of PBM RD Series 1 radial diaphragm
valves. Please read the instructions carefully and save
them for future reference.

2. Installation
1. Depressurize and drain the line.
2. Cycle the valve to relieve any pressure
trapped in the valve.
3. Disconnect any air and electrical
connections to the valve assembly.
4. Know what the media is in the line and
wear appropriate protective clothing and
equipment. Obtain appropriate MSDS
sheets.
5. To ensure safe product selection and
operation, it is the responsibility of the
process system designer and end user to
determine the appropriate compatible
materials of construction and adequate
product ratings for the process system.
Process system designer, installer, and
end user are responsible for proper
installation, operation, and maintenance.
6. When disposing of Teflon parts, do not
incinerate or subject to open flames.

Diaphragm Wear / Removal of
Diaphragm

PBM Radial Diaphragm valves should be installed in the
vertical position, under a tank/vessel. The inlet pads can
be shipped in advance in order to weld/attach underneath
a tank or vessel. Meanwhile, the valve can be shipped
later and attached to the pad via hygienic clamp.

3. Operation
For manual valves, operation consists of turning the
handle to close or open the valve. To open the valve, turn
the handle counter-clockwise and to close the valve turn
the handle clockwise. These valves may also be
automated with actuators and other valve automation
equipment. The operator must be changed out if manual
valves are converted to automated valves.
For
automated valves, operation is controlled by the actuator
in place of the manual handle. Good operating procedure
requires periodic inspection of the valves and
replacement of parts as required. Always use PBM
factory authorized
replacement parts.

PARTS LIST
Removal of the Diaphragm can be performed
ITEM DESCRIPTION
by following these steps:
1
Tank Pad
1. Remove the main body from the pad
by detaching the hygienic clamp. The
2
Hygienic Clamp
hygienic gasket will also come off (If
3
Hygienic Gasket
you only need to remove the
diaphragm, proceed to step 2).
4
Body
2. Using the proper spanner wrench,
5
Sealing Ring
loosen and remove the coupling nut at
6
Diaphragm
the base of the body.
3. Pull the operator and diaphragm out of
7
Operator
the body cavity.
4. Unthread the diaphragm (counter-clockwise) from the actuator.

Replacing Diaphragm
Once the Diaphragm has been removed, install the new diaphragm:
1. Thread the new diaphragm (clockwise) onto the actuator.
2. Once the diaphragm is on completely, ensure that the stem in the actuator is flush with the handle or
actuator surface.
3. Insert the Diaphragm into the body cavity.
4. Once the diaphragm is in the cavity, use the spanner wrench tighten the coupling nut onto the body, to
ensure that the nut is secure.
5. Turn the handle counter-clockwise, 2 full turns, to open the diaphragm up.
6. Attach the body to the pad using the hygienic clamp. Use a new hygienic gasket for the hygienic clamp
connection.

Disassembly of Manual
Radial Diaphragm Valve:
1. Remove the Hygienic clamp that
attaches the body to the pad, and
remove the hygienic gasket.
2. Using the proper spanner wrench,
loosen and remove the coupling
nut at the base of the body.
3. Pull the operator and diaphragm
out of the body cavity.
4. Unthread the diaphragm (counterclockwise) from the operator.
5. Remove the set screws from the
handle, and the coupling nut can
be set aside.
6. Loosen the upper retainer from
the lower retainer by unthreading.
Remove the O-ring from the bore
of the upper retainer.
7. Remove the thrust bearings from
above and below the threaded
insert.
8. The stem can be unthreaded from
the threaded insert in order to be
cleaned.

PARTS LIST
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

1

Sealing Ring

2

Diaphragm

3

Thrust Bearing

4

Upper Retainer

5

Lower Retainer

6

Stem

7

Body

8

Coupling Nut

9

Threaded Insert

10

Handle

11

Tank Pad

12

O-ring

13

Set Screw

14

Hygienic Gasket

15

Hygienic Clamp

Reassembly of Manual Radial Diaphragm Valve:
1. Before reassembling the radial diaphragm valve, examine the parts and repair or replace damaged or worn
parts. Clean metal parts, as necessary, using a solvent compatible with the process and a non-abrasive cloth.
PBM recommends using new seals at each assembly.
2. Thread the stem into the threaded insert.
3. Insert the thrust bearings above and below the threaded insert.
4. Install the O-ring into the upper retainer bore. Use an FDA approved lubricant on the O-ring.
5. Place the combination of the bearings, threaded insert, and stem into the lower retainer. Take the upper retainer
and slide the stem through the bore. Thread the upper retainer onto the lower retainer.
6. Install the coupling nut onto the lower side of the lower retainer and then install the handle onto the exposed
threaded insert. Tighten with the set screws.
7. Install and thread the diaphragm onto the stem.
8. Once the diaphragm is on completely, ensure that the bottom of the stem in the operator is flush with the
handle surface.
9. Insert the Diaphragm into the body cavity.

10. Once the diaphragm is in the cavity, use the spanner wrench tighten the coupling nut onto the body, to ensure
that the nut is secure.
11. Open the valve and attach the body to the pad using the hygienic clamp. Use a new hygienic gasket for the
hygienic clamp connection.

Disassembly of Automated
Radial Diaphragm Valve:
1. Remove the Hygienic clamp
that attaches the body to the
pad, and remove the hygienic
gasket.
2. Using the proper spanner
wrench, loosen and remove the
coupling nut at the base of the
body.
3. Pull
the
actuator
and
diaphragm out of the body
cavity.
4. Unthread
the
diaphragm
(counter-clockwise) from the
actuator.
5. Remove the Actuator Cap by
using the appropriate spanner
wrench tool.
6. Remove the spring from the
actuator body.
7. Remove the piston by grabbing
the lower stem. Unthread the
lower stem to reveal an O-ring.
Remove the O-ring
8. Remove the O-ring from the
piston.
9. Remove the O-ring from the
upper stem.
10. Remove the socket head cap
screws from within the actuator
body. This will detach the
actuator body from the retainer.
11. Remove the O-ring from within
the underside of the retainer.

PARTS LIST
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

1

Sealing Ring

2

Diaphragm

3

Actuator Body

4

Retainer

5

Upper Stem

6

Piston

7

Lower Stem

8

Tank Pad

9

Body

10

Coupling Nut

11

Actuator Cap

12

Spring

13

Spring

14

Piston O-ring

15

Upper Stem O-ring

16

Retainer O-ring

17

Lower Stem O-ring

18

Socket Head Cap Screws

19

Hygienic Gasket

20

Hygienic Clamp

Reassembly of Automated Radial Diaphragm Valve:
1. Before reassembling the radial diaphragm valve, examine the parts and repair or replace damaged or worn
parts. Clean metal parts, as necessary, using a solvent compatible with the process and a non-abrasive cloth.
PBM recommends using new seals at each assembly.
2. Install the retainer O-ring onto the lower face of the retainer.
3. Using the socket head cap screws, assemble the actuator body onto the retainer.
4. Install the O-ring onto the upper stem, piston, and lower stem. Insert the upper stem into the bore of the piston
and thread the lower stem to the upper stem. Make sure to use FDA approved lubricant on the piston and
upper stem O-rings.
5. Lubricate the interior bore of the actuator body. Install the stem and piston assembly into the actuator body,
with the upper stem fitting into the retainer bore. Push the piston in as far as possible.
6. Insert the springs into the appropriate grooves on the piston.
7. Thread the actuator cap onto the actuator body. You will need a spanner wrench to tighten the actuator cap all
the way onto the actuator body.
8. Thread the diaphragm onto the stem.
9. Once the diaphragm is on completely, ensure that the stem in the operator is flush with the actuator cap
surface.

10. Insert the Diaphragm into the body cavity.
11. Once the diaphragm is in the cavity, use the spanner wrench tighten the coupling nut onto the body, to ensure
that the nut is secure.
12. Open the valve and attach the body to the pad using the hygienic clamp. Use a new hygienic gasket for the
hygienic clamp connection.

Radial Diaphragm Valve and Coupling Size Information:
VALVE SIZE

COUPLING NUT
NOMINAL DIAMETER

COUPLING NUT
THREAD PER DIN 405-1

1/2”, 3/4”

DN 32

RD 58 x 1/6

1”

DN 40

RD 65 x 1/6

1-1/2 ”

DN 50

RD 78 x 1/6

2”

DN 65

RD 95 x 1/6

Note: Spanner wrench size can be obtained by using nominal diameter.

Radial Diaphragm Replacement Kit Information:
Valve
Size

RD Repair Kit
(EPDM)

RD Repair Kit
(Silicone)

RD Repair Kit
(Viton)

RD Repair Kit
(TFM™)

1/2", 3/4"

RDEDD1 - - A - - 1

RDSID1 - - B - - 1

RDVID1 - - C - - 1

RDTFD1 - - G - - 1

1″

RDEDE1 - - A - - 1

RDSIE1 - - B - - 1

RDVIE1 - - C - - 1

RDTFE1 - - G - - 1

1-1/2″

RDEDG1 - - A - - 1

RDSIG1 - - B - - 1

RDVIG1 - - C - - 1

RDTFG1 - - G - - 1

2”

RDEDH1 - - A - - 1

RDSIH1 - - B - - 1

RDVIH1 - - C - - 1

RDTFH1 - - G - - 1

NOTE: Kits contain (1) Diaphragm and (1) Body Clamp Gasket.
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